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   The new international regionalism phenomenon is 
representing one of the most political and an economic 
phenomenon that dominates the international community of 
post cold war. 
 
  Though, the impacts and results of international regionalism 
will be very effective on the centres of power and influence of 
international system which will lead to change of 
international system structure if it with great strategy and 
economic capacities can predominate on international system 
when ever change is permitted. 
 
        So, the study of new international phenomena of post cold 
war will tackle pacific- Asia as case in study describing it  a 
significant strategy , geopolitical , economic and political  
study about pacific –Asia , when it described a competition 
focuses and regional conflict between international and 
regional powers in the new international system.  
 
      The regional relations in Pacific –Asia is considered one of 
the most important international relations in the current 
international system, because it deals with a clear pattern to 
change international ruling trends of international relations 
from period to another. in conformity with going on renewal 
international changes in the light of crystallizing of new 
international regional phenomena that have many economic, 
strategic and political dimensions. 
 
      This study depends on the assumptions that the new 
international regional phenomenon is considered relatively 
recent with strategic and geopolitical dimensions in a edition 
to economic and political one. But it also has ideological 
dimensions which affected and will influence greatly on the 
distribution of power and influence center of international 
and regional system and regional ,especially the essential and 
vital like Pacific –Asia.  
  

 

 

 Abstract    



        This study is divided into in introduction, and four 
chapters which are also divided into sections with and 
 Conclusions. 
       The first chapter is about new international phenomena 
concept and it is into three sections ,the first section tackles 
the concept of regionalism as linguistic and expression , while 
the second section is the definition of the new international 
regional phenomenal ,meaning and limit its conception and 
the third deals with the most motives and reasons of this 
phenomenal . 
        The second chapter is about the international regionalism 
in application as Pacific-Asia case in study , it  is with tow main 
sections , the first section tackles the geostrategic ,economic , 
technical and demographical situation in pacific –Asia during 
cold war  from 1945-1991 . while the second deals with 
political ,strategically and economic mechanism and structure 
, in time of struggle between the tow great powers or among 
the camp and political system led by united states of America 
and aliened states for one hand and the camp and communist 
system led by Soviet Union in the other hand . 
 
 
 

 

 


